The Fastaff Nurse Difference

For more than 25 years, Fastaff has been the pioneer and industry leader in Rapid Response® travel nurse staffing solutions. Guaranteeing delivery of experienced nurses, often in 10 days or less, is possible by ensuring we have the most qualified candidates ready when you need them most. Unlike traditional travel nurses, Fastaff nurses value challenging clinical experiences over travel destinations. Our nurses are the first to serve in urgent and crucial situations, prepared and ready to hit the ground running when you need them.

**HIGHLY SPECIALIZED**
More than half of RNs in our database are in a hard-to-fill specialty*

**EDUCATED**
49% active nurse employees have a Bachelor’s degree or higher*

**ADAPTABLE**
Capable and willing to float within assignments

**LOYAL**
7 years – average employment length of nurses with Fastaff**

**SKILLED**
99% Clinical competency satisfaction***

**READY**
Packed and on call to depart with short notice

**EXPERIENCED**
Hits the ground running upon arrival and requires minimal orientation

**NATIONWIDE**
Licensed RNs in all 50 states

**FLEXIBLE**
Prefer short-term assignments, can be cancelled with four-shift notice for no penalty fees

**RESPECTED**
Highest paid nurses in travel industry

**TENURED**
Nearly ⅓ of nurses have been Fastaff employees for 10+ years**

**PROFESSIONAL**
97% RN professionalism satisfaction***

**EFFICIENT**
Favor 48-hour workweeks for optimal utilization

**SUCCESSFUL**
9/10 Nurses would be asked to return to facility****

**DIVERSE**
Experienced in a wide-range of facility sizes and types

**CUTTING EDGE**
Proficient in multiple EMR’s, including Cerner, Epic, McKesson, Meditech and more

*Hard-to-fill specialties include: NICU, PICU, CVOR, IR, L&D, PER, PED, Cath Lab, OR, ICU, ER, PSY and more. **Internal data of active nursing employees with at least one completed assignment. ***Based on 2015-2016 client survey response data. ****Based on Q1 2017 Nurse Exit Interviews performed post-assignment by hospital contacts.
Fastaff nurses are part of a proud community, widely recognized as the first to serve in urgent and crucial situations. They are experienced, flexible, and dedicated to providing the highest quality of patient care. Here’s how they describe themselves:

"[As a Fastaff nurse] you have to be **clinically strong**. You have to learn the unit, software, and flow of the floor really fast. You have to have initiative. It is not for every nurse." – Fastaff Nurse

"Fastaff nurses are a different kind of nurse. We’re experienced, know our stuff. When we give a report, they listen to us – they want to become like us, learn from us. We have confidence, know what we’re doing. Doctors will listen to us. **You have to be confident to work for Fastaff.**" – Fastaff Nurse

"[They] find nurses that are the best in their field – **qualified and experienced.**" – Fastaff Nurse

"[A Fastaff nurse comes] in easier – it’s easier for [them] to mold, **pick up the speed of the place** than someone else who takes longer to get oriented." – Fastaff Nurse

"James has been nothing but pure joy and satisfaction to work with. He has been a **great asset to the hospital**, served as a mentor and preceptor to the nurses. He even goes the extra mile of coming extra to help in the unit. He is truly appreciated." – Facility Contact

"Amy is an excellent nurse and an asset to any ICU." – Facility Contact

"Lorraine is an excellent addition to our team. She is **professional, kind and a well rounded practice nurse**. I would highly recommend her for any OR assignment." – Facility Contact

"She came and worked all three major holidays willingly, and has adapted nicely to a really hard role." – Facility Contact

Fastaff nurses often receive the highest praise from our clients. As demonstrated through these comments of our 2017 Nurse Exit Interviews performed post-assignment by hospital administrators.

For guaranteed delivery of highly specialized nurses, contact our dedicated Sales team today.

888-969-9216 // HelpNow@Fastaff.com // Hospital.Fastaff.com